Get your Head in the Clouds!
How IT Services’ Cloud Technologies can Accelerate your Research Success

Office365 Tools
- **Microsoft Teams**: collaborate with your research team and get up to 25 TB in free storage
- **OneDrive**: 5 TB free storage
- **Microsoft Bookings**: book research participants, office hours, etc.

For more information:
https://www.queensu.ca/its/microsoft-office-365

Microsoft Azure and Self-serve Computing
- Coming in 2020:
  - Secure cloud environment for rapid self-serve deployment of virtual machines (VM)
  - Systems from 20% of a CPU with 512MB RAM to 64 CPUs and 256GB RAM
  - Charged only while VM is running

For more information, contact:
Brad Hannah, Senior Cloud Architect, hannahb@queensu.ca

RSS One-Stop Shop
- Coming in 2020/2021
  - A single gateway for Queen’s researchers to navigate and access RSS
  - RSS providers collaborate and adopt common standards and practices
  - Navigate RSS by researcher type, research lifecycle phase, etc., for just-in-time support

For more information, contact:
Stephen Beauregard, Senior Solutions Specialist, stephen.beauregard@queensu.ca